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1. At their thirteenth session the CONTRACTING PARTIES decided that the annual
review of trends and developments in international commodity trade, which they
undertake under the Resolution of 17 November 19561, should in future be directed
specifically to a consideration of the impact of commodity problems upon inter-
national trade, and that a Working Party on Commodities should be set up to do
certain preparatory work in connexion with the review. The terms of reference of
the Working Party are as follows (L/948): "to examine documentation relevant to
the review by the CONTRACTING PARTIES of the impact of commodity problems upon
international trade and to submit a report and, where appropriate, recommendations
to the CONTRACTING PARTIES to provide a basis for the review". The next review
by the CONTRACTING PARTIES will take place during the nineteenth session and the
Working Party will meet early in the session.

2. The Working Party will wish to take into account the reports by the
CONTRACTING PARTIES' nominee as Chairman of the Interim Co-ordnating Committee
for International Commodity Arrangements to the seventeenth and eighteenth sessions
of the CONTRACTING PARTIES (L/1329 and L/1483). Other relevant documentation
includes the GATT secretariat's publication International Trade 19602, the United
Nations secretariat publication Commodity Survey 1960, the report on its ninth
session (E/5497) of the Commission on International Commodity Trade, the 1961
Review of International Commodity Problems (E/7508) of the Interim Co-ordinating
Committee for International Commodity Arrangements and the report of the thirty-
fourth session of the FAO Committee on Commodity Problems (CCP61/33); members
of the Working Party are requested to bring their own copies of these documents
to the meeting of the Working Party.

1Basic Instruments and Selectee_ Documents, Fifth Supplement, page 26,

2Off-prints of the section of International Trade 1960 entitled "Recent
Trends in Commodity Trade'' will be available for the use of the Working Party.
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3. Part I of'this Note discusses the impact of commodity problems on
international trade during 1960-beginning 1961. Part II summarizes important
developments in inter-governmental consultation on certain commodities over
the past year. Part III describes international action relevant to the
observations made by the Working Party on Commodities in its report to the
fifteenth session of the CONTRACTING PARTIES. Part IV refers to future
prospects for international action.

PART I

THE IMPACT OF COMMODITY PROBLEMS UPON INTERNATIONAL
TRADE IN 1960 AND BEGINNING OF 1961

(a) World production and stocks

I. World production (not including-Eastern Europe, USSR and mainland
China) of commodities as a whole rose by about 3 per cent in 1960 - in
other words at much the same rate as in 1959. In the case of certain
important commodities the production of which rose comparatively fast
in 1960, such as wheat, butter, sugar, cocoa, cotton and copper, world
stocks are increasing.

2. While large deliveries of wheat to mainland.China may enable Canada
and Australia to reduce stocks of this commodity somewhat during 1961, a
large harvest in the United States is expected to bring a further rise
in that country, and a continued accumulation of coarse grain stocks in
that country is also in sight. Butter stocks in Europe were at the end
of 1960 about twice as large as a year earlier and some additions occurred
also in other areas. World production of sugar rose more than consumption
in 1960/61 and-stocks of a record quantity (more than one year's world
trade) are estimated to have accumulated in mid-1961. A growing imbalance
.between production and consumption of cocoa has been in evidence over the
last three years. Stocks of raw cotton in the United States fell
substantially in 1959/60; they showed no further decline by mid-1961,
when stocks had grown larger in other exporting as well as in importing
countries. Copper stocks were added to, both by producers and consumers,
in the course of 1960, and the movement continued in the beginning of 1961.

3. Coffee production fell by about 12 per cent in 1960, but stocks are
still very high and in excess of one year's world consumption. Moreover,
for the first time, it was not possible to dispose of all the Robusta
coffee produced by the African countries.

(b) World trade

4, Between 1959 and 1960 world trade grew in volume by approximately
11 per cent, in other words more rapidly than world industrial production,
which rose by 7 per cent. At the same time, trade in manufactured goods,
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particularly between industrial countries .expanded more rapidly than
trade in commodities which increased in 'volume in much the same proportion
as world industrial production Moreover, commodity trade between
industrial countries rose more rapidly than their imports from non-
industrial regions with the result that total exports from the non-.'
industrialized regions, 90 per cent of which consist of primary products
and metals, rose in volume.by only 3 per cent, i.e. considerably less than
world industrial production.

5. While.the slowing down in economic activity and trade in the last
months of 1960 did not affect food consumption or imports to any large
extent, the demand for some of the agricultural raw materials exported
by non-industrial countries was reduced. North America imported less
natural rubber, wool.,jute and hard fibres in 1960, While Western Europe
imported slightly more of some of the foodstuffs supplied mainly by the
non-industrial countries (citrus fruit, coffee, cocoa, tea, tobacco), there
was a decline.in imports into the area of several raw materials (textile
fibres, oils and oilseeds) of which the non-industrial countries are the
largest suppliers. Western Europe had a large increase in imports of iron
ore from non-industrial sources) and the area also took slightly more
natural rubber. but it increased imports of synthetic rubber from
North America even more.

(c) Price trends

6. Export prices of most primary products in 1960 moved only slightly
from the already low level to which they had fallen in 1959 (Table 1).
Main exceptions were prices of cocoa, butter and coconut products which
fell heavily and of Jute and sisal which rose sharply. Extra long-staple
cotton also fetched higher prices, but rubber weakened substantially
during the year, After an improvement in 1959 (due mainly to coconut
products) the price level of fats, oils and oilseeds again fell in 1960.
Prices of ores and non-ferrous metals were slightly better in 1960., but
those of mineral fuels continued to recede.

7. In the first quarter of 1961 there was a further fall in average
prices in comparison with the last quarter of 1960; the decline in
tropical-beverages continued, but was partly counterbalanced by a slight
rise in the prices of agricultural materials and non-ferrous metals. In
the second quarter of 1961, when tropical beverages (mainly cocoa and
Robusta coffee) again weakened, other food export prices increased, and
higher copper and tin prices helped raise prices in the metal groups strongly.
Together with a strengthening also in minerals, these movements raised the
average price level by about 1½per cent in the second quarter compared
with the firsts,

'or the purposes of this document, the industrial countries are the
countries of Western Europe (OEEC, Finland, Yugoslavia) and North America,
as well as Japan.
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(d) Share of the industrialized countries in commodity trade

8. During the 1950's the share of the non-industrialized countries in
world commodity trade dropped noticeably. Although this trade rose in
volume by approximately 50 per cent between 1953 and 1960, total exports
from the non-industrialized areas, consisting essentially of primary
commodities, rose by less than 40 per cent over the same period. Table 2
shows in more detail trends between 1953 and 1960 in the value of exports
from the industrial countries and from the non-industrialized areas for the
principal commodity groups and for non-ferrous metals. In 1953 exports of
all these products by the industrialized regions accounted for 44 per cent
of the value of world exports; after rising during the period 1954-1956,
the share of the industrial countries levelled off in the region of
50 per cent from 1957 to 1959, and showed a further increase in 1960,
reaching 52 per cent.

9. Between 1959 and 1960, the value of trade in primary products between
industrial countries rose by 13 per cent, while their imports from other
regions increased only slightly. The large expansion in trade among
industrial countries reflects mainly a sharp rise in trade within
Western Europe and in imports into that area from North America. The
products primarily involved in the latter imports were cotton, soybeans,
copper and aluminium; the increase in imports of synthetic rubber
affected the marketing prospects for natural rubber. The United States
registered in 1960 a volume increase in exports of foodstuffs by 15 per
cent and of raw materials by 39 per cent, while importing slightly less
of both groups than in 1959. Coffee, meat, rubber, wool, jute, lead,
tin and zinc were the items most affecting the exporters in the non-
industrial areas.

10. A full commodity breakdown for Western Europe is not yet available for
the whole of 1960, but incomplete data point to European imports of
primary products having expanded substantially more from industrial countries
than from other sources: intra-European food trade increased (in the first
three quarters) in value by 12 per cent while imports from non-industrial
suppliers increased by only 3 per cent. In agricultural materials and ores
intra-trade rose by 23 per cent, from North America by about 80 per cent
and from non-industrial countries by 15 per cent. Fuel imports from
North America fell but intra-European trade increased by 12 per cent, i.e.
twice the rate for imports from non-industrial countries. The latter
supplied less fats and oils to Western Europe which took substantially more
from industrial sources.

(e) Diversification of exports

11. Although for the non-industrialized countries the development of
industrial activity is often the principal way to diversify their economy,
their domestic situation, and in particular the level of investment for
the promotion of new activities, is usually largely dependent on the
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stability of export earnings in respect of primary products. Such
stability can be ensured more easily in countries exporting a variety of
products, for the general economic situation in the industrialized
countries usually has varying effects on. exports of each of the various
groups of commodities; moreover, the market for each product is subject
to individual fluctuations.

12. Foodstuffs (including tropical beverages) are usually less affected
by fluctuations in the world economic situation than are raw materials
(including agricultural raw materials as well as ores and metals). During
the 1958 recession, for instance, foodstuffs were on the whole only
slightly affected by the slackening in world trade between 1957 and 1958
(see Table 5), with the exception of coffee and sugar. The products most
affected were raw materials, almost all of which suffered some setback,
and in particular wool, copper, tin and rubber. In 1959 and 1960 the
overall situation for primary products, in particular the four products
mentioned, improved noticeably, while trade in foodstuffs remained stable.

15. Table 3 also shows that in the period 1957-1960, trade in a number of
the selected commodities mentioned-in that table developed in a different
way from commodity trade as a whole. Thus, exports of sugar and coffee
among foodstuffs, and of wool and non-ferrous metals among raw materials,
were considerably lower in 1960 than in 1957. On the other hand, exports
of products other than those shown separately in Table 3 - including
exports of manufactured goods - rose at a noticeably faster rate between
1957 and 1960 than the overall exports of the countries considered.

(f) Trade balance of the non-industrialized countries

14. The trade deficit of the non-industrialized areas as a whole became more
serious in 1960. The deficit of $4,200 million recorded for 1958 had been
reduced to $1,600 million in 1959, but the deficit for 1960 amounted to
$3,300 million. The improvement in the trade balance in 1959 was due to
an increase in exports and a simultaneous drop in imports, while in 1960
the increased deficit resulted from a sharp rise in imports which was
only partly offset by increased exports.

15. During this period the trade balances of Australia, New Zealand and
South Africa showed fairly marked trends. While exports from these
three countries account for less than 15 per cent of total exports from
the non-industrialized regions, the variations in their trade balance
represented almost half the variations noted for the non-industrialized
countries taken together, between 1958 and 1959 and between 1959 and 1960.
The low level of exports of raw wool in 1958, together with the sharp
rise in imports from 1959 to 1960, accounted for fluctuations in the trade
balance of these three countries.

16. The total reserves of gold and foreign currency of non-industrial
countries (excluding Australia, New Zealand and South Africa), which at
the end of 1956 reached a record level of about $13,200 million, fell to
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$12,500 and $11,,600 million in the two following years. Minor additions
to the reserves occurred in both 1959 and 1960, the figure at the end of
last year being about $11,900 million and at the end of March 1961 about
$12,100 million. Australia, New Zealand and South Africa on the other
hand lost nearly $700 million in 1960 (a fall from $1,920 million to
$1,240 million).
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Table 1 - Indices of prices of primary commodities entering world trade
(Indice 1953 - 100)

Tableau1 - I ndices des prix des produits primaires du commerce mondial
..(Base 100 en 1953)

~* :~ . ., .......Foo-.,,,ds......- To al
-Foodstuffs/ .Agricultural lingrals/ Total

Products al'iimentaires raw materials .Minérajux (including
Matières premibres petroleum)/
d'orioirie acricole (y compris

Total Coffee. teaacocoa! Total Textiles le pétrole)
Café.tné., cacao..:

1957 98 97 101 97 114 102
1958 94 94 90 78 108 96
19.59 .89 80 94 75 103 94
1960 88 76 96 80 101 93

1959 1 90 81 89 70 105 92
II 8&8 80 95 76 102 93

III .89 80 95 77 102 94
IV 90 78 96 77 102 95

i960 87 76 98 81 102 94
II 86 74 .8. 82 101 94

III 89 77 94 78 101 93
IV 88 76 92 81 100 92

1961 1 86 72 93 83 99 91
ItI 85 70 95 84 luO 92

import
indf ces

Source: United Nations Honthly Bulltin ofStetistics September 1961. The indices shown combine
and export prices/Bulletin mensuel de statistigue des Nations Unies, septembre 1961. Les
donnés combinent les prix des importations et des-exportations.
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Table 2 - Exports of selected groups of commodities from industrial countries
and non-industrialized areas. 1953 and 1957-1960

(thousand million dollars f.o.b.)

Tableau 2 - Exportations de certains arcupes de products de base en provenance des pays industrials
et des régions non industrialisées en 1953 et de 1957 à 1960

(en milliards de dollars f.o.b.)

1953 1957 1958 1959 1960

Exports from industrial countries/Exportations des
gays industrials

Foodstuffs/Produits alimentaires
of which: ''Competing''products1/
dont: Produits "rivaux"

Aqicultural raw materials/Matieres premiès aqricoles
of which: Textile fibres/
dont: Fibres textiles

Non-ferrous metals and ores /Métaux non ferreux et
minerais2

Ensemble

II - Exoorts from non-industrilized areas/Exportations des
regions non industrialisées

Foodstuffs/Produits alimentaires 8.63
of whi ch: "Competing' products /
dont: Produits ''rivaux a 3.55

Coffee, tea, cocoa/Café, thé, cacao 3.30

Aqricultural raw materials/Ma1ières premières anriccles 6.53
of which: Textile fibres/
dont: Fibres textiles 3.28

Non-ferrous metals and ores2Métaux non ferreux et
minerais2 2.22

Ensemble 17.38

715-0 _9.17 9,33 9.72 10.40

3.91 4.40 4.21 4.34 4.65

4.73 6.85 5.82 6.35 7.65

1.45 2.17 1.51 1.51 2.19

2.08 3.80 3.32 3.81 4.40

14.31 19.82 18.47 19.88 22.45

9.48 9.34 ,2. i45

4.05 3.88 3.83 3.90
3.21 3.08 2.97 2.96

7.42 6.39 7.55

3.27 2.62 2.82

7.60

2.86

2.77 2.20 2.56 2.90

19.67 17.93 19.34 19.95

By competing products is meant major commodities exported both by the industrial countries and the non-
industrialized areas, i.e. wheat, maize, barley, rice, butter, meat, sugar, citrus fruit and tobacco/Principaux
produits de base exportes à la fois par les pays industrials et par les regions non industrialisées, à savoir:
blé, maís, orga, riz, beurre, viande, sucre, agrumes et tabac.

2Including iron ore and, for non industrialized areas, exports of iron and steel/Y compris le minerai de
fer et, pour les regions non industrialisées, y compris les exportations de fer et d'acier.

Source United Nations Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, March and April 1961; national trade returns/Bulletin
mensuel de statistique des Nations Unies, mars et avril 1961; statistiques nationales du commerce
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Table 3 - Chanacs in axport earnings in 57 non industrialized countries from
Selected commodities. 1957 to 1960

Tableau 3 - Variations dea recettes tiréespar 57 pays non industrialisés`de
l'exportation de divers prodults. 1957-1960

(million dollars - en millions de dollars)

Commodities - Produits 1957 1958 1959 1960

Wheat and wheat flour/B16 et farina de blé
Maize/Maïs
Barley/Orge
Rice/Riz
Butter/Burre
Meat/Viande
Sugar/Sucre
Bananas/Bananes
Citrus fruit t/Agrumes
Coffee/Caf 6
Cocoa beans/Fèves de cacao
Tea/Thé
Tobacco, unrnanufactured/Tabac, non fabriqué

329
132
81

459
157
626
1284
207
168

2182
394
554
222

251
178
64

387
147
740
1160
205
.154
1941
480
599
232

306
188
65

370
242
791

1021
217
142

1872
497
555
235

TOTAL ABOVE FOODSTUFFS/
TOTAL CI-DESSUS, PRODUITS ALIMENTAI RES 6795 6538 6501 6581

Groundnuts and oil/Arachides et huile d'arachide
Coconuts products/Produits de la noix de com
Rubber, natural/Caoutchouc natural
Hides and skins/Cuirs et peaux
Co tton/Coton
Wool/Laine
Sisal, abaca, henequen
Jute, raw/Jute, brut
Iron ore/Mineral de far
Copper, incl. ore and concentrates/Cuivre, y compris mineral

et concentrés
Tin/Etain a

Lead/Plomb n i
Zinc a

TOTAL ABOVE RAW MATERIALS/
TOTAL CI-DESSUS, MATIERES PREMIERES

TOTAL LISTED/TOTAL

OTHER EXPORTS/AUTRES EXPORTATIONS

TOTAL EXPORTS/EXPORTATIONS TOTALES

6524 5419 6413 6703

13419 11957 12914 1384

7648 7496 7978 8518

21067 19453 20892 21802

Note: See overleaf/Voir page suivante

347
185
24

401
201
684
1150
222
146

1846
509
573
285

237
305
1005
247

1073
1861
108
166
208

800
298
216
100

249
282
849
220
1042
1265
101
178
188

625
191
160
69

242
303
1265
289
1055
1437
126
150
201

890
224
149
72

241
278

1298
303
1038
1473
134
159
265

1031
.249
145
89
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Note to Table 3

The Table lists the value of a number of important commodities exported from
fifty-s Seven salectced countries andterritories which in1959 acounted for
about 90 per cent of total exports from all primary exporting countries,
excluding Hong Kong, Singapore, and the following mainly oil-exporting
countries: Kuwait, Brunei, Qatar, Saudi-Arabia, Venezuela, Netherlands
Antilles. The residual shown in the Table, e.g. in 1959 amounting to
$7,978 million, thus contains manufactured goods in addition to primary products
not covered. The following-fifty-seven countries and terriitoreies were
included: Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Dominican
Republic, Cuba, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Mexico,
Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay, Trinidad, Jamaica, Tunisia,
Morocco, Algeria, Ghana, Nigeria, Mauritius, Angola, Mozambique, Congo
Republic (Leopoldville), former French Equatorial Africa, former French
Cameroons, former French West Africa, Madagascar (Rep.) Sierra Leone, Fed.
Rhodesia-Nyasaland, British East Africa, South Africa, Sudan, Ethiopia,
Syria (UAR), Egypt (UAR), Iraq, Israel, Pakistan, India, Ceylon, Thailand,
Malaya, Burma, Indonesia, Taiwan, Philippines, Viet-Nam, Cambodia, New
Zealand, Australia.

In addition to national trade statistics, the principal source for the
Table is the International Financial Statistics, published monthly by the
International Monetary Fund.
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PART II

Intergovernmental Consultation on Commodities

17. During te past year considerable intergovernmental consultation and
study on commodity problems has continued.

18. The Commission on International Commodity Trade held its ninth meeting
in. May .1961.1 The FAO Sub-Committee on Commodity Problems held its thirty-
fourth .session in June 19612, while the FAO Group on Grains,. Group on
Coconuts and Coconut products, Cocoa Study Group, Group on Citrus Fruit andCon-
sultative sub-Committee on Economic Aspects of Rice contrinued work during
the year. The International Olive Oil, Sugar, Tin and Wheat Councils met
several times to administer their respective Agreements. The Board.of
Directors set up under the International Coffee Agreement met during the year.
The activities of the Intcrnational Lead and Zinc Study Group, Coffee Study
Group, International Cotton Advisory Committee and International Rubber
Study Group also continued.

19. The following notes relate to those commodities where there have been
important developments in intergovernmental consultation during the past
year..

(a) Bananas

20. An.FAO-sponsored International Meeting on Banana Production was held in
October 1960; the meeting also dealt with trade matters, mainly from the
point of view of developing statistics and various methods of standardization.
The Central American-banana exporting. countries in May 1961 considered the
possibility of setting up an international banana organization for the purpose
of regulating supplies, increasing consumption and raising the standards of
living for workers in the industry. While members would be allowed under
this scheme to maintain their own export system, they would be required to
establish export quotas.

(b) Cocoa

21. The FAO Cocoa Study Group, in the light of changes in the supply/demand
situation, appointed in October 1960 three Working Parties to study respectively
the problems of price stabilization, promotion of consumption and the grading
of cocoa.

1
See report on the CICT's ninth session (E/3497).

2See report on the CCP's thirty-fourth session (CCP61/.33).
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22. In April 1961, at its fourth session held in Accra, the Study Group
examined the recommendation of the Working Party on Price Stabilization that
further study should.be given to the possibility of an export quota type
international agreement for cocoa. The Study Group established a Committee
to draft such an agreement.

25. The Committee met in June 1961 and completed a draft International Cocoa
Agreement which has since been submitted to governments for their consideration.
After governments have had time to formulate their views; a meeting of the
Executive Committee of the Cocoa Study Group will be called to discuss the
draft agreement and to decide whether FAO should request the Secretary-General
of the United Nations to call a negotiating conference on the subject..

24. The draft agreement proposes that there should be basic quotas for
exporting countries, representing in total an amount equivalent to the
requirements of importing countries. Each exporting country would be allo-
cated a fixed percentage of the basic quota which would come into operation
only if cocoa prices should fall below a certain level, which is still to be
decided, and remain there for fifteen consecutive market days. Quotas
could, however, be reduced if the price should decline further and the.market
situation appeared to justify it. The draft agreement also calls for the
establishment of an international cocoa fund from a levy on exporting.
countries so as to finance promotion campaigns for increasing consumption
and to assist producing countries bear the cost of holding surplus stocks.
There are no provisions in the draft providing for the curtailment of
production or regulation of the volume of stocks held by exporting countries.

25. At its fourth session in Accra the Study Group also appointed a. permanent
Committee on Consumption to study the possibility of setting up an international
agency for promoting the use of cocoa.

(c) Coffee

26. The International Coffee Agreement, which came into force on 1 October 1959
for a period of one year, grouped producers accounting for about 85 per cent
of world exports, including the French Community and Portugal. In addition,
Belgium and the United Kingdom made "declarations of interest" aimed at a
limitation of exports by their dependent territories. The Agreement operated
on the principle of fixed export quotas. The quota for each country was
determined as either 90 per cent of the largest amount the country concerned
exported in any calender year from 1949 to 1958 or, in certain cases, 88 per
cent of its estimated current exportable production. Exports from African
territories to metropolitan areas and exports from all participants to so-
called "new markets", i.e. mainly Eastern Europe, USSR, and the Near and
Far East, were excluded from the quotas. The Agreement further provided
for a campaign. destined to stimulate consumption to be financed by a levy
on exports.
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27. In 1960 the Agreement was extended for another year until 30 September
1961. The main mechanism of control remained unchanged. The United Kingdom,
on behalf of Kenya, Tanganyika and Uganda, participated in the new Agreement,
while Cameroon, Gabon, the Ivory Coast, Madagascar and Togo participated
individually instead of collectively. The countries now concerned with the
Agreement account for more than 90 per cent of world exportable production

228. The Agreement was for one year only, subject to renewal. The.FAO Committee
on Commodity Problems, at its thirty-fourth session in June 1961, expressed
the view that "every effort should be made to take full advantage of the
breathing space provided by the existence of the International Coffee Agree-
ment to devise and implement a long-term solution". The present agreement has
the disadvantage of being a producers' agreement only. In this connexion
an important development should be noted, however, namely the announcement by
the representative of the United States. at the Ministerial meeting of the
Inter-American Economic and Social Council at Punta del Este, Uruguay, in
August 1961 that the United States is ready to join a new international
coffee agreement.

29. Two further developments in connexion with coffee should be noted. The
new Inter-African Coffee Organization'-, which held its first meeting at
Madagascar in December 1960, has as its immediate objective the promotion of
greater price stability of Robusta coffee. To this effect, a co-ordinated
marketing policy is aimed at, involving the regular spacing of shipments and,
perhaps, the fixing of flexible price differentials between various Robusta
coffees and between Robustasand Arabicas.

iThe membercountries are:

Brazil Guatemala Kenya ) represented Cameroon
Colombia Haiti Uganda ) by- the Unit- Gabon
Costa Rica Honduras Tanganyika) ed Kingdom Dahomey
Cuba Mexico Portugal Central African
Dominican Nicaragua France Republic
Republic Panama Ivory Coast Congo

Ecuador Peru Madagascar (Brazzaville)
El Salvador Venezuela Togo

2The Agreement has recently been extended for a further year until
30 September 1962.

Member countries: Cameroon, Central African Republic, Congo
(Brazzaville), Gabon, Ivory Coast, Madagascar, Kenya, Uganda, Tanganyika,
Portugal.,
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30. The Executive Committee of the Organization met in Paris early in 1961
and several recommendations were made. It was decided to approach certain
large consuming countries with a'view to a reduction of their customs duties
and other taxes on coffee.

31. The Coffee Study Group which include's, in addition to exporting countries,
the United States and other importing countries, has under study a proposal
for a long-term agreement on coffee embodying, in addition to export quotas
and measures for bringing production and consumption into a better balance, a
system for the control of stocks as well as support operations to prevent too
large fluctuations in prices.

(d) Fish meal

32. In March 1961 the F' nvened an international meeting on fish meal against
the background of the rapie deterioration of the world market for this commodity
during the latter part of 1959 and 1960. The meeting reviewed the situation
and considered effective ways and means of extending and consolidating world
markets. As regards fish meal for animal feeding, the meeting concluded that,
while the very rapid increase in production had contributed in a mjor way to
the collapse of world prices, fluctuations in supply, price and quality had
also been important factors.

35. The meeting also gave particular consideration to the possibilities of
promoting the use of fish meal and fish flour for human consumption. The
meeting recommended the establishment of a working party of experts to examine
these possibilities. The FAO now proposes to establish such a working party.

(e) Lead and zing

34. The voluntary cuts by the International Lead and Zinc Study Group in the
supplies of lead offered on the market, which were begun in the second quarter
of 1959 and continued during 1960, were replaced in March 1961 by announcement
of voluntary cuts in production. This step was taken because of the persistent
over-supply of lead. On the other hand, the Group decided it was not necessary
to take action to curtail commercial offerings of zinc. Voluntary curtail-
ments of commercial offerings of this metal were reported to the International
Lead and Zinc Committee in April-May 1959 but the Study Group, which was
subsequently established, decided at its first session in January-February
1960 that it was unnecessary to continue these curtailments. The fourth
session of the Study Group began in Geneva on 18 October 1961.

(f) Petroleum

35. At a meeting in Baghdad in September 1960 a number of major oil exporting
countries decided to establish a permanent Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries (OPEC) for the purpose of bringing about an improvement in oil
prices through co-ordinated action and of working for the stability of prices
in the future. The five founder members of the Organization are
Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and Venezuela. At a second meeting in
Caracas in January 1961, a number of resolutions were passed which concerned,
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in addition to administrative matters, the desirability of initiating
consultations with countries that applied import quotas. The meeting
further decided that comprehensive studies should be undertaken for the
purpose of enabling member governments to gain a better understanding of
the oil market. Such studies would include, for instance, a comparison
between the various concession agreements and the economic aspects of
investments in crude oil production. The members decided to consult with
each other on matters of common interest and to keep developments in the oil
industry under continuous review.

(g) Sugar

36. The International Sugar Council held its eighth session in November 1960.
At the session the Council received the report of the Committee which it had
established at its sixth session to prepare for the review of the International
Sugar Agreement which was to take place in 1961. The Council decided to
request the Secretary-General of the United Nations to convene an international
conference to review the situation. The conference began in Geneva on.
12 September 1961. It is expected to make an examination of the operation
of the present Agreement particularly in the light of recent substantial
structural changes in the pattern of world trade in sugar.

(h) Tin

37. In July 1960 countries representing the major share of world production
and consumption of tin approved the text of the second International Tin
Agreement. This Agreement is of five years' duration and. came into force
provisionae.y on 1 July 1961.

38. The new Agreement, like the first one, is to be administered by an
International Tin Council. However, while under the first Agreement
decisions required (unless specifically provided otherwise.) only a simple
majority of all votes cast by participating countries counted together, under
the new Agreement decisions require (unless specifically provided otherwise)
a majority of the votes cast by consuming countries and by producing countries
counted separately.

39. Provision is made in the new Agreement, as in the previous one, for two
operational mechanisms - a buffer stock and export control. However, whereas
contributions by producing countries to the buffer stock under the first
Agreement aggregated the equivalent of 25,000 tons.of tin nietal, those under
the new Agreement amount to the eqaivalent of 20,000 tons. Under the new
Agreement, the Council may also borrow for the purposes of the buffer stock
or the security of tin warrants held by it; it did not have this power
under the first Agreement.

40. The price range (£730 - 'c38,0 per long ton) is divided into three sectors
and tho manager of -the buffer stock must sell tin when the price is at' or
above the coiling and may sell tin when it is in the upper sector; similarly
he must buy tin when the. peiceis at or below. the floor Thfmay buy tin
when it is in -the lower sector. When the price is in was
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middle sector he may neither buynorsell tin unless the Council decides
otherwise. These provisions are similar to those in the first Agreement
except that the decision of the Council to permit buying or selling in the
middle range during periods of export control requires a stricter majority.

41. Under the new Agreement the Council may suspend the operations of the
buffer stock if, in its opinion, the discharge of the obligation to sell
tin when the price is at or below the floor will not achieve the purposes of
the Agreement.

42. As regards export control, the new Agreement, like the first one, stipulates
that the International Tin Council shall not normally declare a control period
unless it finds that at least 10,000 tons of tin metal are likely to be held
in the buffer stock at the beginning of that period. However, if a control
period is declared for the first time after an interval during which no
limitation of exports has been in .force, the figure for the purpose of this
finding is 5,000 tons. The Council may also substitute smaller minimum
tonnages by two-thirds majorities of votes cast by producing and consuming
countries counted separately. As under the first Agreement, the control
periods normally correspond to quarters and export restrictions are subject
to review quarterly. Provision is made for "special exports" destined to
form part of a governmental stockpile. As long as the Council finds that
these special exports are unlikely to be used for any commercial or industrial
purpose during the currency of the Agreement, it may exempt them from control
but this decision requires a two-thirds majority of votes cast by producing
and consuming countries counted separately.

43. Under the new Agreement, as under the first one, there are limitations on
stocks in producing countries and there is provision for the Council to make
recommendations, in the event of a tin shortage, regarding the equitable
distribution of supplies.

44. Because of the existing situation in the tin market the International
Tin Council, at a meeting in October, considered a proposal put forward by
producing countries that the present "floor' price of £730 should be raised
to £800 and that the present "ceiling" price should be raised from £880 to
£1,000. This proposal failed to achieve the necessary majority under the
new voting procedures. The matter will be reconsidered by the Council in
February 1962.

45. There has recently been an important development as regards intergovern-
mental consultation on tin. At the special Ministerial meeting of the
Inter-American Economic and Social Council held at Punta del Este, Uruguay, in
August 1961, the representative of the United States stated that the United
States was ready to discuss terms for joining an international tin agreement.
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(i) Wheat

46. The current International Wheat Agreement expires 31July 1962. At
its thirty-second session in June 1961 the International Wheat Council
considered arrangements for the renewal or replacement of the current
Agreement and decided to request the Secretary-General of the United Nations
to convene an international conference for this purpose. It has been decided
that the conference will be held in October/November 1961.
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PART III

Action relevant to 1959 recommendations of the GATT Working Party on
Commodities

47. In the report (L/1103) on its meeting which preceded the CONTRACTING
PARTIES' review at their fifteenth session in November 1959, the Working
Party stressed the importance it attached to "international efforts directed
toward (1) assisting countries which are heavily dependent on the export of
primary products to diversify their economies, and (2) directing international
financial resources toward helping the producing countries in periods of
balance-of-payments difficulties due to a decline in export earnings
during periods of falling prices". As for action by the CONTRACTING PARTIES
apart from the programme for the expansion of trade, the Working Party
emphasized the availability of the GATT consultation procedures and suggested
that contracting parties should keep these procedures prominently in mind
whenever they are faced with difficulties, either as exporters or importers,
or when contemplating action on problems arising in commodity trade. The
recommendations made by the Working Party referred to in (1) and (2) above
were endorsed by the CICT at its eighth session in May 1960 and it is of
interest to note the other developments that have occurred since the
recommendations were made.

(A) Diversification of economies of less-developed countries

48. The United Nations and its subsidiary bodies, including the regional
Economic Commissions, continue to devote considerable attention to the
question of the economic development of the less-developed countries and
many studies on this subject have been initiated in these bodies.

49. Several Resolutions concerning the economic development of less-developed
countries were adopted by the General Assembly at its fifteenth session in
December 1960 and by the Economic and Social Council a-tits thirty-first and
thiity-second sessions in April 1961 and July 1961. In this connexion the
establishment of the Committee for Industrial Development by the Economic
and Social Council of the United Nations at its twenty-ninth session should
be noted; contact has been made between the GATT and United Nations
secretariats on the subject of this Committee, which held its first meeting
in March/April 1961.

50, It is necessary to draw a distinction between the work done by the
United Nations and its subsidiary bodies in connexion with diversification
and that done by the GATT. The former is concerned with the overall
question of the economic development of less-developed countries while
GATT's province primarily concerns the diversification and expansion of the
exports of these countries.
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51. The CONTRACTING PARTIES have stressed on a number of occasions that,
important as financial assistance is, an expansion of the export earnings
of the less-developed countries is essential if these countries are to
obtain sufficient foreign exchange to secure a satisfactory rate of economic
development. Further they consider that it is of great importance to the
expansion of international trade generally that this development should
proceed in economically sound directions. To achieve this, a prerequisite
is that the less-developed countries should be able to rely on liberal access
for their exports to world markets, above all to the markets of
industrialized countries.

52. Committee III has been examining this problem; its terms of reference
make particular reference to the importance of "the maintenance and expansion
of export earnings of the less-developed countries to the development and
diversification of their economies". Through the work of Committee III the
CONTRACTING PARTIES hope they will be able to assist the less-developed
countries, not only to maintain and expand their traditional exports, but
also to find markets for the semi-processed and manufactured goods which are
becoming increasingly available from some less-developed countries as the
process-of diversification and industrialization gains momentum. Committee III
has examined the obstacles which impede an expansion of exports of this kind
and has made recommendations1 to the CONTRACTING PARTIES. The Committee is
also examining the trade and payments aspects of development plans
voluntarily presented by less-developed countries2 with a view to discussing
with representatives of these countries, inter alia, the considerations
underlying their export forecasts over the period of the plan. In so far
as the work of Committee III contributes to the diversification of exports
of developing countries and therefore to the diversification of their
economies, the impact of price fluctuations of primary products will be less
of a disturbing factor for these countries.

(B) Compensatory financing

53. In its report (L/1103) to the fifteenth session the Working Party on
Commodities referred to a statement by the representative of the International
Monetary Fund and the Working Party had the Fund particularly in mind when
making its second recommendation (paragraph 47 above).

54. Over the last two years, however, there has been a lot of discussion of
the question of international compensation for fluctuations in commodity
trade. This has concerned both the rôle of the International Monetary Fund
and certain other proposals that have been put forward. These are
described below.

(a) The International Monctary Fund

55, In any consideration of the question of compensatory financing for
fluctuations in trade ofprimary 6r.unodities the rale of the IMF is of
obvious significance.

See special report of Committee III to nineteentli session (L/1557)
2,See Committee III's report on the trade and payments aspects of the

Third Five-Year Plan of India (L/1510).
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56. In the past there has been considerable discussion of the Fund's policies
and procedures governing the use of its resources. In particular, the view
has been expressed that access. to the Fund's resources should be made
available on the basis of some automatic formula related to the fluctuation
of export receipts from primary commodities and treated differently in this
respect from Fund assistance for other types of payments fluctuations.

57. The Fund believes that the question of compensatory financing for
fluctuation of export receipts for primary commodities must be considered in
the context of an individual member's over-all balance-of-payments and
reserve position. The tying of Fund assistance to an essentially arbitrary
criterion in the Fund's view could hinder the adoption of policies designed
to restore payments equilibrium and. to permit repayment of the assistance
within a reasonably short period of years, and could thus lead to a wasteful
use of the Fund's resources, The experts in their report "International
Compensation for Fluctuations in Commodity Trade", have noted and understood
the reasons why the Fund considers that access to its resources on the basis
of an automatic formula is not desirable.

58. The Fund has made it clear, however, that it considers the use of its
resources to assist in the compensation of short term fluctuations in a
member's balance of payments arising primarily from variations in export
prices and proceeds constitutes a legitimate use of the Fund's resources not
only in a lower but also in a higher credit tranche. A more routine use of
the Fund for compensatory financing is encouraged by such existing arrange-
ments as the relatively easy access to these resources within the gold tranche
and to some extent within the first credit tranche, the policy of waiving
the limitation on the annual maximum use of these resources, and the
increasingly widespread utilization of the stand-by arrangement procedure.

59. Fund policies with respect to drawing in successive tranches of the
quota are not established once and for all, but are subject to change in
accordance with the needs of the times. For example, in 1960 the Fund has
given to one member the right draw under a stand-by arrangement in excess
of 100 per cent of the member's quota.

60. At the present time, as the Maraging Director of the Fund indicated in
an address to the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations early in
1961, the Fund is engaged in a review of its policies and practices. The
representative of the Fund stated during the ninth session of the CICT in
May 1961 that in connexion with this review the Fund will take full account
of the suggestions contained in the report "International Compensation for
Fluctuation in Commodity Trade" to which further reference is made below, as
well as of suggestions that may be made in the CICT. Inter alia, the view
was expressed in this report, which the Found agreed, that "an enhancement
of the compensatory role of the Fund is desirable" and that "member countries
have not tested fully the Fund's willingness to provide resources to meet
difficulties arising from commodity fluctuations and should be encouraged to
do so". The experts also expressed the view tha+ "the main prospect of
advance towards greater certainty of drawings for members must lie' in closer
relations between the members and the Fund". The Fund concurred in this
emphasis given to closer relations with its members as being in fact a
necessary precondition for the successful implementation of its policies.
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61, It is clear that the present limitations on the use of the Fund's
resources have not prevented the Fund from being of great and increasing
assistance to primarily producing countries. The cumulative net drawingsby
the Fund's non-industrial members had grown from the equivalent of
$200 million at the end of 1955 to well over $1,090 million early in 1961.
Similarly, the amounts available to these.countries under stand-by arrange-
ments had risen from some $63 million at the end of 1957 to over
$445 million early in 1961. The following figures relating to Latin America
are given as an example of assistance rendered by the Fund to a particular
region:

Current Latin American Use of IMP Resources
(As of 6 September 1961)

(in $ millions)

Country Outstanding Unused Stand-by Total
Drawings Arrangements

Argentina 180.0 100.0 280.0
Bolivia 8.3 6.5 14.8
Brazil 200.0 100.0 300.0
Chile 75.8 30.0 105.8
Colombia 65.0 10.0 75.0
Costa Rica - 15.0 15.0
Cuba 25.0 _ 25.0
Dominican Republic 9.0 - 9.0
Ecuador 10.0 5.0 15.0
El Salvador 5.0 6.25 11.25
Guatemala 15.0 15.0
Haiti 2.8 6.0 8.8
Honduras 6.25 6.25 12.50
Mexico 45.0 45.0 90.0
Nicaragua 1.5 6.0 7.5
Panama _
Paraguay 4.1 2.5 6.6
Peru - 30.0 30.0
Uruguay 30.0 30.0
Venezuela - _ _

Total 637.75 413.5 1,051.25

(b) Report of group of experts on international compensation
for fluctuations in commodity trade (E/3447)

62. While the great financial assistance rendered by the International
Monetary Fund is recognized, the view is held by many countries that, because
of the inability of members to have a greater degree of access to the Fund's
resources, further international action on a different basis is required.
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63. The group of experts1 also came to a similar conclusion. They expressed
the view that, although the compensatory activities of the Fund will grow in
importance, they are not likely to provide a complete answer to the need for
measures to offset instability in the export trade of primary producing
countries.

64. The group consider the possibility of a new approach and finally suggest
that consideration be given to the establishment of a "development insurance
fund". (DIF). It would be essential, in the group's view, for the indus-
trialized, as well as the less-developed countries, to participate and to
make financial contributions to such a fund. Participation by the indus-
trialized countries would, in fact, represent a form of multilateral
assistance.

65. Another principle supported by the group is that any arrangement should
not envisage full coverage of' the rIsk. This would lessen the possibility
of abuse, by ensuring that the participant would boar part of the loss-. It
.would likewise not weaken the inclination of a participait to deal with
structural maladjustments which, rather than short-term fluctuations, might
be the cause of the difficulties confronting the participant.

66. There are two variants of the group's proposal for a development
insurance fund. One takes the form of a normal insurance transaction where
the claimant receives a cash payment, which becomes his property. The other
envisages an arrangement under which the claimant would acquire drawing
rights and would be pledged to repay any drawing-into the insurance fund
if the clairman's losses were quickly succeeded by gairs. but not if recovery
was incomplete or long delayed. This arrangement would; therefore, differ
from drawings from the International Monetary Fund, which have to be repaid
whether or not the trade position rights itsef,

67. At its ninth session in May 1961 the CICT had a preliminary exchange
of views on the report of the group of experts The report will be further
considered at the CICT 's tenth session. In the CICT has
requested the Secretary-General to arrange the preparation of a study on
such questions as the definition of fluctuations that might be the object
of compensation; terms and conditions of compensation; aspects of the
utilization of compensatory payments,etc. In carrying out this study the
Secretary-General was requested to arrange: the appropriate inter-
agency machinery, to obtain such technicaladviaon these matters as might
be provided by the staffs of the relevant internationalagencies , including
the GATT.

Appointed by the Secretary-General,followingGeneral Assembly
Resolution 1423(XIV), with the task of ``assisting the Commission on Inter-
-iational Commodity Trade in its consideration of commodity`pr`bl`ms by
examining the feasibility of establishing machinery; within the fram work of
the United Nations, designed to assist in off-setting the effects of large
fluctuations in commodity prices on balances of paymants with special
reference to compensatory financing The report of the group is
contained in document L/347.
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68. At a meeting of. the ACC Sub-Committee on Commodity Problems in July 1961,
in which a representative of the GATT secretariat participated, the question
of the study on compensatory financing, discussed at the ninth session of the
CICT and referred to in paragraph 67 above, was raised. It was agreed that
the Sub-Committee would hold a special session or compensatory financing in
October 1961 to enable this matter to be discussed in detail at the technical
level.

(c) Proposals relating to La-in America

69. Meanwhile, proposals have been made for a regional plan for Latin America
aimed at minimizing the adverse effects of fluctuations in export proceeds.
The Latin American countries, while they would wish to participate in any
world-wide scheme of compensatory financing, feel that the establishment of
a regional plan for Latin America should not be deferred until a. world-wide
scheme is worked out and approved. These regional proposals were considered
by the special Ministerial meeting of the Inter-American Economic and Social
Council which met in August 1961.

70. The object of the proposed Latin American plan is to try and ensure
that the countries of the area will not frequently be confronted with large
fluctuations in export earnings at a time when they are dealing with the
problems inherent in joint planning and regional integration.

71. The authors of the plan do not favour for application on a regional
basis the proposals of the United Nations group of experts (paragraphs 62-66
above), which envisages a system combining credits and grants. They point
out that such a system would impose costs on some importing countries not
borne by others and would give some exporting countries benefits not shared
by others. This, in their view, could distort world trade.

72. The plan for Latin America is, therefore, based on the concept of the
countries of the area securing credits in a year of less than average export
receipts and repaying such credits during a period of more than average
receipts. It has been estimated that the maximum amount of outstanding
credits to offset a decline in export receipts in the 1950's would not have
exceeded $700 million and that a system with potential resources of $900
million would be adequate to meet any probable contingencies of the next
five or ten years. In is pointed out that, because of their wide variety,
Latin American export produces have some independence in price fluctuations
and, for this reason, credits to offset a reduction in export receipts are
not likely to be required by all members at the same time.

73. A capital base of about $400 million is envisaged for the system, to
be subscribed by members of the Organization of American States; half of
this amount might be subscribed by the Latin American countries and the
other half by the United States. The greater part of the resources for
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the system would be provided by loans, however, and it is hoped that prior
commitments to provide these might be arranged with the principal indus-
trialized countries which sell their manufactured goods to Latin America.
A fixed ceiling for the borrowing authority, say $600 million, is proposed.
Loans would be secured by the general assets of the system.

74, In addition, it might also be possible to provide for reserve deposits
by members, made when their exports increase substantially, although only
a small part of the resources needed should be derived from such deposits.

75. The proposals for Latin America have, therefore, important differences
from the proposals made by the United Nations group of experts. The scheme
put forward by the latter represents, to a large degree, a form of financial
assistance. The Latin American plan, as will be seen above, is based on a
different concept and would appear likely to give rise to less difficulties.

76. Following discussion of the proposed plan for Latin America by the
special Ministerial meeting of the Inter-American Economic and Social
Council in August, a group of experts has been set up to consider the plan.
The experts are to meet before 30 November 1961 and report before 31 March1962.
Inter alia, they are to prepare draft proposals for machinery for compensatory
financing. These will be circulated to member governments and their views
obtained sufficiently in advance of the next session of the CICT.

C. Consultations under GATT procedures

77. The CONTRACTING PARTIES nlave frequently drawn attention to the GATT
consultation procedures and to their suitability for the consideration of
short-term problems which arise in commodity trade. The Working Party on
Commodities, in its report to the fifteenth session, again stressed the
availability of these procedures.

78. In 1961, the consultation procedures have been invoked in connexion
with a short-term problem of this sort. At the request of New Zealand, a
multilateral consultation between importing and exporting countries under
Article XXV on the marketing of butter in the United Kingdom took place in
April. These consultations were continued in June. A third consultation,
this time under Article XXII:1, took place in September with exporting
countries at the request of the United Kingdom.

79. The seriousness of the existing situation in the United Kingdom butter
market and the outlook for butter imports into that market in the near

future made it necessary to consider the adoption of short-term measures to
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avoid a crisis such as occurred in 1958. This situation had been brought
about by special factors$ such as measures by certain exporting countries,
and were not the result 'of cyclical movements in the-ordinary sense of the
term, Long-term measures, such as an international commodity agreement,
for example, would not be appropriate to deal with the immediate situation.
What was required was international short-term action in the first place.
The approach to this problem through the GATT consultation procedures is a
good example of the use of the procedures envisaged by the Working Party
on Commodities and by the CONTRACTING PARTIES.

80. In the course of the consultations.the problems were -.identified and
certain practical suggestions were put forward,
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PART IV

Prospocts for Future International Action

International Commodity Agroemonts

81. In recent years the docline in the prices on world markets of certain
tropica- products, particularly coffee and cocoa, has been a matter of groat
concern to the producing countries concerned. The drop in export earnings
which those price declines entail make it increasingly difficult for these
countries to finance the imports necessary for the implementation of their
development programmes.

82. There already exists a one-year producers' Coffee Agreement and the
International Coffee Study Group is studying a proposal for a long-term
agreement on coffee. In order to achieve an effective long-tern, agreement,
however, it is necessary to secure the participation of importing countries.
For this reason, the announcement by the United States, at the special
Ministerial meeting of the Inter-.American Economic and Social Council in
August 1961, that it was ready to join a new international coffee agreement
is of particular importance.

83. As regards cocoa, an International Cocoa agreementt has been drafted and
is now under consideration by governments. The fate of this agreement is
likewise dependent to a large extent on the co-operation of importing countries.

84. During earlier discussions on the possibility of commodity agreements for
coffee and cocoa, difficulties arose from the fact that some producing countries
have access to protected markets and do not, therefore, sell their total
exports of these commodities on the free market. This means that the effects
of price fluctuations on world markets fall loss heavily on those countries
than on others which do not enjoy this protection.

85. It is possible of course, in certain circumstances, to limit a commodity
agreement to the free. market. This has been done in the case of the
International Sugar agreement and, at least to some extent, in the case of
the now draft Cocoa Agreement. Such a limitation can, however, give rise to
serious difficulties when important structural changes occur in the pattern
of trade in the commodity concerned.

86. If it is considered that, in the case of tropical products for example,
equality of treatment for all producing countries in export markets should
be aimed at, the role of commodity agreementsmay be of particular relevance,
as a definite guarantee of international price stability and of adequate
participation in the free market would be necessary before privileged producing
countries could be induced to abandon their reliaice on markets where they
enjoy stable and advantageous conditions.
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B. Stocks

87. Analysis of the impact of fluctuations in economic activity in industrial
countries on commodity trade have boon made under the programme of work of
the United Nations Commission. on International Commodity Trade. The Brown
Report , in particular, deals with these problems and shows that the action
of the holders of commodity stocks often appears to be a decisive factor in
price fluctuations in those commodities.

88. In the short run the level of the demand for a given commodity is the
result, on the one hand, of the needs of consumers of this commodity and,
on the other hand, of the behaviour of the holders of stocks who may wish to
increase or, on the contrary, reduce the quantities they have available
depending on the market situation and estimates they may make of its evolution.

89. Professor Brown notes that between short-tern fluctuations in the production
and consumption of commodities, the fluctuations in production are for many
commodities wider than consumption fluctuations. This suggests that the
behaviour of holders of stocks could often add to rather than lessen temporary
imbalance between supply and demand and thus lead to very pronounced price
movements.

90. If inventory operations do play a. important part in the setting of
short-termns prices, it seems very useful to envisage national or international
measures which could induce holders of stocks to endeavour systematically to
limit price fluctuations due to imbalances between production aud consumption
of the various commodities. This question is dealt with in some detail in the
Haberler Report which recommonds the setting up of buffer stocks for a wide
range of commodities. The benefits which can be expected from the setting up
of such stocks - operated by national or international authorities - and the
management difficulties.. involved are reviewed in the report (see paragraphs
208, 209 and 223). One of those difficulties may also be duo to the fact
that a buffor stock -authority may be led to make a forecast of the. probable
evolution of the market which is wrong. In order to mitigate these difficulties
the Haberler Report suggests the setting up of a number of independent national
buffor stocks, covering a wide range of commoditios. It is likewise suggested
that the results to be expected from the operation of such a system would be
the more valuable as closer co-ordination could be established among the various
authorities in charge of such stocks (see paragraphs 226 to 229). The report
suggests that non-ferrous metals could be selected as an adequate group of
commodities as a. first step in the setting up of a network of stockpiling
authorities.

LIani~cct of Fluctuations in Economic A:ctivity in Industrial Countries on
International Comimodity Trade by Arthur Brown.


